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Results and Discussion

Introduction
• Drug-eluting stents seemed to solve this problem
ÎBUT: latest studies suppose, that restenosis is often just delayed,
not eliminated2
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• Neointimal hyperplasia as a result of arterial injury is the main reason for
restenosis after coronary stenting1
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Therefore we established a method to analyze automatically the expansion
behaviour of coronary stents. The results are compared with histological findings
about the arterial injuries of a selected Stent-Delivery-Systems (SDS).

- Data acquisition unit
 High Speed Camera
Ö recording the stent expansion
 Pressure sensors
Ö recording pressures

Synchronized with up to 4000 Hz
Î high temporal resolution

- Image Processing
 Cellenger® (Definiens) detecting outline of stents (adapted to task)
 Up to 600 measure points along stent axis (pitch = 0.03 mm)
 Spacial resolution < 0.03 mm
- Data postprocessing

 Visualization of results
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 Calculating:
• Stent expansion velocities
• Dogboning
• Diameter-pressure relations
• Shortening and recoil etc.
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Fig.4 Stent expansion behaviour. A) initial state, B)
intermediate state and C) final state. The stents show a
dogboning and a inhomogeneous expansion. The yellow
lines visualize the detected stent diameters.
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Fig.6 Pressure-diameter relations. The peaks
in the curves of the selected SDS are resulting
of distant stent struts (inhomogeneous
cylindrical shape, see Fig.4C).

Fig.5 Stent expansion velocities of one selected
stent. The top speeds appear at the distal stent
margins and locally at the connections between the
separate segments of the stent.

The SDS shows a distinct dogboning
with an inhomogeneous cylindrical
shape and distant stent struts after
expansion (Fig.4, Fig.6).
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Fig.7 Injury Score. The severest injuries occur at
the stent margins and locally at the connections
between the separate segments of the stent.

The high expansion velocities and their
locations
(stent
margins
and
connections
between
the
stent
segments) go along with the location of
the severest injuries (Fig.5, Fig.7) and
the high rate of restenosis (35%) for
this SDS [3].

Conclusions
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental set up

1) A highly automated system is developed, which allows complex analysis
of the dynamic expansion behaviour of coronary stents with high temporal
and spacial accuracy and resolution:
Î Possibility to analyze the expansion velocities of coronary stents
Further more, automatic determination of:

- Porcine overstretch model1
- MMA-Embedding
(Extent of injury of the different layers
of the artery, 0 = not injured,…,
3 = adventitia perforated)
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- Injury Score, Methode of Schwartz1
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Fig.3 Pressure history in the balloon and the
pressure pump during stent expansion. The
different peaks represent the stepwise
pressurization simulating the clinical situation
(ppump). The resulting pressure in the balloon
(pballoon) is smoothed by the catheter.
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 Software controlled pump
Î reproducable pressure built-ups with different pressure schemes

Feedback control loop

- Expansion unit:
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Material and Methods
Development of an experimental set up for an automatic analysis
of the expansion behaviour of coronary stents
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Study Objectives: How does the expansion behaviour of coronary stents
influence arterial injuries?

Fig.2
Arrangement of sections through
embedded stented artery. For the analyzed
16.4 mm long stent 28 sections are made
Ö high spacial resolution

Tab.1 Specifications of the analyzed SDS

Stent + Catheter
Dimensions
modular open-cell design (316L, electropolished) Ønom = 3.5 mm (at 6 bar)
+ standard balloon catheter (semi-compliant)
L = 16.4 mm

pmax,balloon
16 bar

• stent diameters - pressure relation, stent recoil and shortening,
• extent of the dogboning and bending angles
• homogeneity and symmetry of the expansion
2) The comparison of the histological findings with the expansion behaviour
of the analyzed SDS shows an remarkable accordance particularly with the
location of the maximum occuring top velocities.

Our method and findings are highly relevant for the development of
new stent designs with reduced vessel wall injury and therefore
lower restenosis.
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